Town of Naicam
Bylaw #1/2013

Form “B” – Cat Trap Permit
CAT TRAP PERMIT
Date:

Trap #:

The undersigned agrees to the following terms and conditions:
1. to place the cat trap only on his/her property which is within the Town of Naicam;
2. to personally check the cat trap each hour while the trap is set;
3. in the event a cat is trapped, to immediately phone the Bylaw Enforcement Officer or the Town
Office at 306.874.2280. Where a cat is captured, the undersigned is responsible for the humane
treatment and shelter of the cat, including feeding and watering. A captured cat should be left in the
trap and placed in a shed, garage, basement, or other place that is warm and dry, and secured with a
blanket placed over the trap to pacify the animal. Do not attempt to remove an unfamiliar cat from the
trap – this will be done by the Town Personnel. If the undersigned cannot comply with this condition,
the trapped cat must be freed unharmed;
4. to ensure that no harm comes to any trapped cat while in his/her possession, including exposure to
inclement weather;
5. cat traps are not to be used when the temperature falls below -10C or rises above +30C;
6. any Enforcement Officer may enter the property of the undersigned to ensure the trap is being used
properly;
7. to advise the animal control officer of the ownership of any cat trapped, if known;
8. to be responsible for the trap, including the cost or repair or replacement if damaged, lost or stolen;
9. the trap is to be returned to the Town Office within seven (7) days from the date of this permit.
** IT IS A SERIOUS OFFENCE TO HARM ANY DOMESTIC ANIMAL **
Address of intended trap location: __________________________________________________
I understand and accept all liability which may arise in connection with the use of this cat trap while it is
in my possession, and will save and indemnify the Town of Naicam for all such liability.
Signature: ______________________________ Witness: ______________________________
Name of Complainant: ___________________________________________________________
Address of Complainant: _________________________________________________________
TRAP RETURNED:
Date: _________________________________________________________________________
Received By: __________________________________________________________________
Remarks: _____________________________________________________________________

